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 This Informational Guideline Release (IGR) explains to local officials information on assessing 

property to an owner unknown, including changes made by the Municipal Modernization Act. 
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“OWNERS UNKNOWN” ASSESSMENTS 
 

Chapter 218 of the Acts of 2016 

 (Amending G.L. c. 59, §§ 11, 77) 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

If assessors are unable to ascertain the owner of record for real property, assessors may assess 

taxes on that property to persons unknown.  G.L. c. 59, § 11.  Assessors no longer need approval 

from the Commissioner of Revenue to do so per changes in the Municipal Modernization Act.  

Section 130 of Chapter 218 of the Acts of 2016.  This change took effect on January 1, 2017.  

Section 251 of Chapter 218 of the Acts of 2016. The law also allows assessors to reassess a tax 

to an owner unknown, when appropriate, without approval from the Commissioner of Revenue.  

G.L. c. 59, § 77.  Owner unknown assessments as of January 1, 1972 through January 1, 2016 

(FY2017) must have been authorized by Commissioner of Revenue. Assessments made during 

this time period without the commissioner’s authorization are invalid. 

  

These guidelines supersede Informational Guideline Release (IGR) No. 87-238 and inconsistent 

prior written statements. 

 

GUIDELINES: 

 

I. WHAT IS AN “OWNER UNKNOWN” 

 

Property taxes are assessed to the owner of real or personal property on January 1. For real 

property, the record owner of the land is the owner for assessment purposes. The record owner is 

the person or entity identified as the owner on January 1 by the records of the registry of deeds 

and the registry of probate of the county where the city or town is located.  G.L. c. 59, § 11.  

Assessors are considered to have knowledge of the content of these records and may rely 

exclusively on them to determine ownership.  Hardy v. Jaeckle, 371 Mass. 573 (1976).  An 

assessment to the record owner on January 1 is always valid. 

 

From time to time, the assessors may discover parcels for which they cannot determine the 

owner of record. Often a property revaluation or tax mapping program will reveal a parcel not 

previously assessed for which no deed, or other record, describing the property can be found. In 

addition, it may come to the assessors' attention that a parcel has been assessed to a person who 

does not own all or part of the property, and the assessors cannot determine its ownership.  
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The assessors may be able to obtain information on or references to the ownership of a property 

from a number of sources which may be of assistance in conducting research at the registries of 

deeds and probate for the purpose of finding the owner of record. For example, deeds and plot 

plans for abutting properties may be examined, municipal assessment, collection and planning 

board records may be reviewed, adjacent owners and local surveyors may be interviewed and 

historical maps and utility company records may be examined. 

 

If the assessors cannot find an owner of record, an assessment on the property may be made to 

persons unknown.  G.L. c. 59, § 11.  Additionally, a reassessment to an owner unknown can be 

made when an unpaid tax is invalid.  G.L. c. 59, § 77. 

 

II. REASONABLY DILIGENT SEARCH 

 

To assess or reassess these or any taxes to an “owner unknown,” assessors must meet the 

statutory standard of being unable to determine the record owner on the relevant January 1 

assessment date after the exercise of “reasonable diligence” G.L. c. 59, § 11.  Reasonable 

diligence includes examining the records in both the Registry of Deeds and Registry of Probate.  

However, what is reasonable diligence may vary depending upon the circumstances of the 

property and its ownership history.  Robertson v. Town of Plymouth, 18 Mass. App. Ct. 592 

(1984).  If after diligent search the assessors are unable to determine the record owner on the 

relevant January 1 assessment date(s), they may reassess the tax for the applicable fiscal years to 

“owner unknown.” The assessors should vote to assess (or reassess) the tax to “owner unknown” 

for each relevant fiscal year. A certified copy of the vote and meeting minutes should be 

maintained with the documentation related to the search. 

 

III. PROOF OF A REASONABLY DILIGENT SEARCH 

 

The assessors should document all research conducted regarding the ownership of the parcel in 

order to demonstrate the thoroughness of the search. This documentation could include, for 

example, information and records of title searches conducted by the assessing department, 

municipal counsel, tax title counsel or others on behalf of the city or town.  

 

IV. REASSESSMENT & COLLECTION 

 

If reassessed to an “owner unknown,” the assessors would commit the reassessed taxes to the 

collector with a warrant for collection. Each bill for reassessed tax should be marked to indicate 

that it is a reassessed tax and should state that any application for abatement or exemption must 

be filed with the board of assessors within three months of the mailing of the reassessed tax bill. 

The reassessed owner owes accrued interest since the due dates for the reassessed tax bills are 

the same as those which applied to the original tax bills. G.L. c. 59, § 57. If the reassessed taxes 

are not paid, the collector should issue a new demand and follow the statutory procedures to 

make a new taking. The treasurer will need to demonstrate that the assessors followed the 

procedure described above and made the reassessments to “owner unknown” after a diligent 

search of the records in order to foreclose the right of redemption under either the Land of Low 

Value procedure or through a Land Court proceeding. 
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